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ABSTRACT
Measuring rhythm similarity is relevant for the analysis
and generation of music. Existing similarity metrics tend
to consider our perception of rhythms as homogeneous in
time without discriminating the importance of some regions from others. On a previously reported experiment
we observed that measures of similarity may differ given
the presence or absence of a pulse inducing sound and the
importance of those measures is not constant along the pattern. These results are now reinterpreted by refining the
previously proposed metrics. We consider that the perceptual contribution of each beat to the measured similarity
is non-homogeneous but might indeed depend on the temporal positions of the beat along the bar. We show that
with these improvements, the correlation between the previously evaluated experimental similarity and predictions
based on our metrics increases substantially. We conclude
by discussing a possible new methodology for evaluating
rhythmic similarity between audio loops.
1. INTRODUCTION
Rhythm similarity is an important problem for both music
cognition and music retrieval. Determining which aspects
of the musical flow are used by musical brains to decide
if two musical excerpts share similarities with respect to
rhythm, would make it possible to build algorithms that
approximate human ratings about such relatedness. The
applications of such algorithms in MIR contexts should
be obvious and some have already been addressed [34]
[14] [6] [21]. Unfortunately, there is a gap between the
knowledge provided by cognitive models and engineering
models with respect to similarity in general, and rhythm
similarity in particular. Rhythm similarity metrics used in
MIR are frequently based on superficial information such
as inter-onset intervals, overall tempo or beat rate, onset
density, and consider full-length songs to derive a single
similarity value. Contrastingly, rhythm similarity models
developed by cognitive scientists insist on the importance
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scales to determine similarity. In this paper we address
the above-mentioned gap and propose two rhythm similarity distances that refine those currently available (and
probably rougher than desirable). The proposed distances
have been derived from music cognition knowledge and
have been tuned using experiments involving human listeners. We additionally show that they can be adapted
to work (at least) in a music-loop collection organization
context, where music creators want to organize their building blocks in rhythm contrasting or rhythm flowing ways
where similarity would provide the criterion for such concatenation of elements.
Previous work has used rhythmic descriptors, computed
from audio signals, to analyze song databases. A common
collection used for testing genre classification methodologies, The Ballroom dataset, has been sorted automatically
using different rhythmic descriptors and methodologies [4]
[30] [10] [25]. Out of the ballroom dataset very few authors have addressed rhythm in electronic music with rhythmic descriptors [11] [24] [2]. The logic behind most of
these research is the assumption that if a corpus is classified according to annotated labels, the features used for
that clustering are somehow related to the phenomena that
generates the clustering. In other words, a correct classification implies that the features used are perceptually relevant.
Using symbolic representations of music, other authors
propose metrics to evaluate rhythmic similarity that have
shown to be useful in melody classification [34] or have
proven correlation with cognitive judgements in rhythmic
similarity experiments [13] [26] [1].
However, neither the audio-based methodologies or the
symbolic metrics for rhythm similarity ( [24] being an exception) has been designed for exploring short audio segments such as loops. Moreover, methodologies to evaluate
rhythmic similarity between two audio loops and retrieve
a value that can be analogous to a human rating are not
yet available. Therefore we want to develop perceptually
grounded rhythm similarity metrics to be used with short
audio loops.
Our effort throughout this paper is to present two new
rhythmic similarity metrics derived from revisiting the results of our cognitive experiments on rhythm similarity
perception [9]. After revisiting our previous experiments,
two metrics arise as useful in similarity prediction tasks.
Based on those metrics we then introduce a new methodology to explore rhythmic similarity between audio loops.

The metrics proposed are based on the requirement that
rhythmic similarity must be rooted in current knowledge
of rhythm perception, where the notions of beat entrainment, reinforcement and syncopation are fundamental. We
hypothesize that a proper rhythmic similarity measure can
be built upon those perceptual considerations, emphasizing the idea that our attention when judging the similarity
between two rhythms is not evenly distributed in time. We
specifically propose that we are more aware of certain regions of a rhythm than others, affecting the way in which
we measure their similarity [7]. To test our hypothesis we
use the results of perceptual experiments published previously [9], where subjects are asked to evaluate the similarity between two monotimbral and monotonic rhythmic
patterns, inducing a beat before the rhythms are presented.
Similarity ratings obtained from the experiment are compared with predictions computed with our metrics for the
same rhythmic patterns in order to analyze their correlation.
High correlation values between the similarity ratings
of our previous experiment and the metrics presented here
are found, suggesting that blending awareness and syncopation is important for accurately predicting rhythmic similarity. Although results are promising, there is still a need
to expand the proposed metrics to include dynamics, duration and timbre, which also have a high impact on our perceptual judgments. Finally we want to explore if the measures we propose, besides providing good fits and predictions of human judgements, can be used to organize loop
collections. The use of our metrics in audio analysis will
be discussed in the last sections of the paper, where we
propose a methodology and evaluate it using audio loops
of drum break patterns. Our results for this pilot validation present significant correlations between the similarity judgements of the subjects and the predictions resulting
from our methodology.
2. STATE OF THE ART
2.1 Beat Induction
The fact that us humans induce a pulse sensation when listening to music is by no means trivial and it seems to be
an innate and involuntary process [35]. It is known that
the mechanisms that favour our acquisition of a beat when
listening to music can also be triggered by any sequence
of onsets [27]. This emergent beat entrainment is a cognitive process that can be divided two stages: first, we try
to infer a metrical structure either by computing distances
from intervals of the musical surface, where at least 5 to
10 notes are needed [3], or just try to match the incoming sound to an internal repertoire of known rhythms. Finally, once a meter has been hypothesized, it is maintained
in the form of expectancies that interact with the new incoming sounds [18]. During this interaction, the expected
pulse can be reinforced or disconfirmed. When challenged,
brain rejection signals have been measured by means of
EEG [16]. The occurrence of a disconfirmation is often
referred to as syncopation, indicating notes that were ex-

Figure 1. Lerdhal and Jackendorf0 s [17] metrical weight
profile (left) and the experimentally revised version of
Palmer and Krumhansl [23] measured for musicians(right).
pected on the beat but were presented on a previous metrical position [19].
In order to represent the variability of expectancies along
a rhythmic pattern, researchers use profiles that indicate
the metrical weight of a note depending on its position.
Different profiles that highlight the importance of a beat
reinforcement or a syncopated event, depending on its occurrence within a full metrical period, have been proposed.
A main theoretical profile [17] and an updated version experimentally revised with musicians [23] are presented in
Figure 1. These profiles stress the existence of a perceptual hierarchy of sound events depending on their occurrence, suggesting that some reinforcements or syncopations are perceptually more relevant than others. These
ideas have led to algorithms that measure the syncopation of a monotimbral unaccented phrase [31]. Moreover,
these algorithms have been used to correlate syncopation
with the difficulty to tap along rhythms [5], musical complexity [32] [8] [28] and musical pleasure and desire to
dance [36] stressing the idea that syncopation has a powerful effect on our perception of music.
2.2 Rhythmic Similarity
Once we can extract a numerical value from a pattern of
onsets such as its syncopation value, comparing patterns
and establishing distances between them is mathematically
possible. One main approach, proposed by Johnson-Laird
[15], is to analyze the onsets present on every beat of a
rhythmic pattern and subscribe the beat to a category depending if it reinforces the beat, challenges the beat or
does nothing to the beat . This approach has been modified [29] and successfully tested in experimental conditions [1]. These ideas will be further expanded throughout
this paper.
As most proposed similarity metrics are measured on
monotimbral, monotonal and unaccented symbolic representations of rhythm, there are others who have explored
the use of string similarity techniques as the swap distance
or the edit distance [20] [22] to measure similarity between
patterns. The edit distance has proven to be a useful predictor of human similarity judgements [33] [12] [26].
Here we use similarity metrics based on syncopation,
specifically a variation of the theory of Johnson-Laird in
which we expand the possible groups that a beat can be
subscribed to (syncopation, reinforcement or nothing). In
the following sections we present, test and discuss an improvement over a previously published metric and explore

the possibility of using these symbolic metrics in rhythmic
analysis of audio signals.
3. METHOD
In this section we present different concepts that are the
building blocks of our rhythmic similarity algorithms. We
have to make some simplifying assumptions, considering
one bar, monotimbral, monotonal, percussive patterns with
4/4 time signature and a minimum resolution of a sixteenth
note. The symbolic representation of such patterns is binary, where a 1 indicates an onset and 0 indicates a silence.
Therefore the patterns used throughout this work are 16
digit sequences of zeroes and ones.

Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

value
3
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
0

Patterns
1010 1010x
1000 1000x 1001x 1011x
0010 0010x 0110 0110x 1110 1110x
0000 0000x 1111x 0011x 0001x 0111x
0100 0100x 1100 1100x 0101x 1101x
0001 0011 0111 1111
0101 1101
1001 1011

Table 1. Relation between syncopation group, syncopation value and beat patterns. The symbol ‘ ’ indicates a
silence at the beginning of the next beat and the symbol ‘x’
indicates an onset at the beginning of the nest beat.

3.1 Beats to syncopation groups
Rhythms are split in beats, in our case each beat has four
steps (four digits). Each beat of a rhythm is classified into
a group according to its relation with the pulse, either a reinforcement or a challenge (See table 1). This method is
a variation of Johnson-Laird0 s method [15], in which beats
are clustered in three broad categories: syncopation, reinforcement or nothing depending if the elements of the beat
are a reinforcement, a challenge or have no interaction with
the pulse. We have expanded Johnson-Laird0 s method by
splitting syncopation into three possible groups (groups 5
to 7, Table 1), reinforcement is split in three groups (groups
1 to 3, Table 1) and adding a new category where a syncopation and a reinforcement are both present (group 8, Table
1).
The procedure to classify each beat is to compute its
syncopation value using the beat profile 2 0 1 0. This profile is derived from Lerdahl and Jackendorf0 s [17] in which
weights are proportional to the duration of the note each
accent represents: an accent of a whole note has a higher
weight than an accent on a half note, which is higher than
an accent on a quarter note, and so forth. In our beat profile the first onset, that is coincident with the pulse, has a
higher weight than the third onset which is coincident with
an eighth note.
It is important to note that an onset on the fourth step
of a beat generates a syncopation only if the first step of
the next beat is a silence. Therefore to calculate the appropriate syncopation values for every beat, the first step
of the following beat has to be considered. The syncopation value for each beat is the sum of each onset0 s metrical
weights.
Each beat can then be assigned to one out of eight syncopation categories, but we have considered the case of a
reinforcement on the first step and a syncopation on the
fourth step 1001 (total syncopation value = 0) as special
cases belonging to syncopation group #8.
3.2 Coincidence
We propose here two metrics, one that explores if two patterns have the same onsets and silences on a specific beat,
which we call pattern coincidence distance (PD) and the
other one, named syncopation coincidence distance (SD)

which explores if a specific beat of two patterns belong to
the same syncopation group (see previous Table 1).
Here we give an illustrative example to understand PD
and SD. The two first beats of a given pattern A have the
following onset/silence configuration 1001 0110 and another pattern B has 1100 0010. Their respective syncopation groups are #8 #3 and #5 #3. The pattern coincidence
(PD) is computed by looking at the percentage of coincident onsets and silences on the same beat of each pattern. Their coincidence values would be (2+3)/8 = 0.625
because for the first beat there are 2 out of four notes coincident between 1001 and 1100; and for the second beat,
there are 3 coincidences between 0110 and 0010. In total
there are 2+3 coincidences out of 8 possible. On the other
hand, to measure the syncopation coincidence (SD), for the
first beat of patterns A and B, we get that 1001 belongs to
family #8 and 1100 belongs to family #5. Clearly 8 is different from 5. But if we look at the second beat, 0110 and
0010 belong to the same group #3, thus group coincidence
is 0+1=1. With these metrics we obtain two methods for
measuring a numerical value of the coincidence between
two coincident beats of different patterns. If the coincidence between all the beats of two patterns is computed,
this value can be used as a measure of similarity between
the two patterns. However, we might consider that, as different onsets have different metrical weights depending on
their position within a pattern, beats can also have different
perceptual relevance depending on their position within the
pattern. In this paper we have conceptualized this factor as
awareness.
3.3 Awareness as an effect of metrical hierarchy
Our previously published results [8] suggest a difference in
the relevance of each beat when measuring similarity between two patterns based on coincidence. This awareness
has proven important when exploring correlations between
our experimental results of similarity and the rhythmic patterns compared. Thus we propose each beat to have different relevance when evaluating similarity between two
patterns in the presence of a pre defined metrical context.
Awareness is conceived as weight factors applied to each
beat0 s coincidence metric (either PD or SD). These weights

emphasize or moderate each beat0 s importance on the final
distance value. This concept will be addressed in the following section and is decisive for explaining our results.
3.4 Rhythmic Similarity Metrics
Our metrics are straightforward and are based on computing any of the two types of coincidence (either beat
or syncopation group), and using them directly or with
an awareness-based weighting. We finally have four metrics, two non-weighted ones. Pattern coincidence Distance
(PD) and Syncopation group coincidence Distance (SD),
Pattern coincidence and Awareness Distance (PAD) and
Syncopation group coincidence and Awareness Distance
(SAD). The weights of the PAD and SAD metrics will be
explored on the following sections.
P D = pc1 + pc2 + pc3 + pc4

(1)

SD = sc1 + sc2 + sc3 + sc4

(2)

P AD = pc1w1 + pc2w2 + pc3w3 + pc4w4

(3)

SAD = sc1w1 + sc2w2 + sc3w3 + sc4w4

(4)

Where pc(n) is pattern coincidence, sc(n) is syncopation
group coincidence, w(n) is the weighting of each beat, n is
the order of the beat within a full metric cycle.
4. EXPERIMENT
In previously published paper [9] we performed two rhythmic similarity experiments, one inducing the beat and another without inducing the beat. In this paper we are revisiting the beat-induced experiment to test our new metrics
with the similarity ratings obtained in the previous one.
In one of the experiments, twenty one subjects (recruited
among the MTG staff and UPF pool of students, all of them
with musical experience of more than 5 years as amateur
performers) rated different rhythm pairs in the presence of
a beat-inducing kick drum. The rhythm pairs were constructed by making variations of a main pattern as shown
in Table 2. A region of the base pattern was shifted progressively generating new patterns. Nine different main
patterns were designed and the length and origin of the
region was varied systematically. Thirty six rhythm pairs
plus a control pair were tested by all the subjects who rated
similarity using a Likert scale. To promote rhythm entrainment, a kick drum, coincident with the start of every beat,
was presented before and simultaneously with the tested
rhythms.
5. RESULTS
The mode of the similarity ratings for each pair of patterns
was used as the value capturing their similarity. All the
pairs of patterns presented to the subjects are analyzed with
the metrics described in section 3, exploring the correlations with the similarity ratings reported for each pair.
In our previously reported experiment, we computed the
PD distance for every tested pair and observed a Spearman Rank correlation with the subjects similarity ratings

Base Pattern
1010 1110 1000 1010
1010 1110 1000 1010
1010 1110 1000 1010
1010 1110 1000 1010

variation
1101 0110 1000 1010
1010 1011 1000 1010
1001 0101 1000 1010
1010 1010 1100 1010

Table 2. Example of four stimuli pairs used in the experiment. The left column has the base pattern and the derived
variations are on the right column. The similarity measures
of the subjects are between the base pattern and each variation. The underlined portion of the base pattern is repeated
in the variations.

Figure 2. PD, PAD, SD and SAD predictions correlated
with similarity ratings. X axis: similarity ratings, y axis
PD, PAD, SD and SAD predictions from left to right.
of 0.54 (p-value < 0.005). We also computed the SD distance which has a Spearman rank correlation value of 0.46
with the similarity ratings (p-value < 0.01).
Here we calculate our newly introduced metrics PAD
and SAD. To calculate PAD, a linear regression between
the coincidence result of each beat and the similarity ratings is computed. The normalized weights obtained for
beats 1 to 4 are 1, 0.27, 0.22 and 0.16 respectively. We
take the weights of the linear regression as indications of
the awareness for each beat. Using those weights we get
the PAD distance with a Spearman Rank correlation value
of 0.76 (p-value < 0.001).To calculate SAD a linear regression between each beats coincidence and similarity ratings
generated the following normalized weights for beat 1 to
4: 1, 0.075, 0.14 and 0.12 respectively. Again, we take
the weights of the linear regression and use them as indications of the awareness for each beat. Applying those
weights we get the SAD distance which has a Spearman
Rank correlation value of 0.81 (p-value < 0.001) which is
above significance.
The resulting awareness profiles of both PAD and SAD
metrics have a similar behaviour (see Figure 3). In both
cases the importance of the first beat is almost 5 times
larger than the other beats. Our experimental hypothesis
is that this phenomena evidences a hierarchical organization of rhythmic elements in time where the first element
of a rhythmic sequence is of greater importance than the
rest.
These correlation values suggest that the PAD and SAD
metrics are reasonable candidates to predict rhythmic similarity between two patterns of onsets in the presence of a
beat, the way in which most of the music is experienced.
The PAD and SAD metrics surpass the results found and
reported in our previous experiment, which makes them
suitable to be used in real life scenarios.

Figure 3. Awareness profiles of the PAD and SAD distances that generated best correlations with rhythm similarity ratings.
6. DISCUSSION
It can be seen that the SAD metric has the highest correlation values with human similarity, rating slightly above
the PAD metric, while the non-weighted metrics PD and
SD are barely significant. This suggests that the concepts
of syncopation groups and beat awareness are perceptually
relevant.
The drop in correlation values when there is no awareness weighting validates the idea of each beat having a different importance when beat induced subjects try to make
sense of them. It appears that the first beat is the most important followed by the third, the fourth and the second.
The SAD metric is based on comparing if syncopation
groups are coincident between different patterns (see section 3.2). This means that a change from one family to any
other family is penalized by our algorithm despite if the
change is between syncopation to syncopation (groups 5
to 7 in Table 1) or reinforcement to reinforcement (groups
1 to 3 in Table 1) or if it is a change from a syncopation
to a reinforcement group or to the nothing group (or vice
versa). Since the SAD metric has a positive correlation
with similarity ratings, this suggests that any change between groups decreases our perception of similarity. On
the other hand, perception of rhythmic similarity is highly
influenced with the coincidence between syncopation groups
or patterns and the position of those coincidences within
the pattern.
7. PILOT VALIDATION
Direct MIR applications from PAD and SAD metrics can
be the exploration of loop databases, based on rhythm similarity. The simplest approach would be to use an onset
detector to the loop signal and extract a general onset pattern. This would lead to a single-level pattern deprived of
any instrumental information where all musical interplay,
the main information, would be lost. On the other hand,
a robust source separation system would be ideal, where
an audio loop could be completely split into its different
instrumental components and then converted to a symbolic
representation. But the technologies to perform such a task
are not yet reliable. An alternative would be to extract onset patterns from meaningful frequency bands that could
preserve spectral information present on the audio loop.
We propose a methodology where a sound loop, of known

Figure 4. Predicted similarity vs similarity ratings of ten
audio loops using our methodology with PAD and SAD
metrics.

metric length, is segmented every sixteenth note value and
filtered in 23 Bark bands. This is a typical spectral representation which approximates frequency resolution of the
human hearing. The energy peaks in each band are considered as onsets and the rest as silences. In this way we
convert an audio loop into a binary matrix of onset and silences of 23 bands times the number of analysis windows.
An audio loop is then decomposed in 23 parallel rhythmic patterns that can be compared with the 23 patterns of
another audio loop measuring PAD and SAD distances between bands. The sum of the band to band distances is the
overall PAD or SAD distance between two audio loops.
Note that this methodology is tempo independent if the
loops compared have the same known metrical length.
As a pilot validation for our methodology, an experiment was carried out using nine different drum break loops
in audio format (downloaded from http://rhythm-lab.com).
All loops were post processed to have a metrical length of
two bars. Fifteen musically trained subjects were invited to
rate the rhythmic similarity between one audio loop and the
rest using a Likert scale divided in 5 steps, from ”very similar” to ”very different”. The mode of the results for each
pair was used as the representative similarity value and the
correlations with PAD and SAD distances were measured.
The awareness profile used for both PAD and SAD was
1 0.075 0.14 0.12 extracted from the results presented in
section 5 (see Figure 3, right).
The obtained results present (p-value < 0.001) significant correlation between the similarity reported by the fifteen subjects and the PAD and SAD distances (Figure 4).
The PAD distance has a 0.80 Spearman rank correlation
value (p-value < 0.01). The SAD distance has a Spearmann correlation value of 0.75 (p-value < 0.05).
It is quite interesting that PAD and SAD distances provide reliable similarity predictions, given the subjectivity
of the task and the fact that the breaks come form very different recordings with an obvious difference in timbre and
dynamics. For this pilot validation The PAD has a higher
correlation value with the similarity ratings than the SAD
metric.
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